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HOACGA’s President’s Letter:

Since its inception, HOACGA has been producing publications to further
the education of its members and other carnival glass collectors. From newsletters to educational books and
notebook inserts, HOACGA has been hard at work. HOACGA even purchased the copyrights and the remaining
inventory of Hartung books when Marion passed away.
And for many years, HOACGA sold these materials through its newsletters. Today our supply of any printed
material is limited and putting together a full set of anything would be difficult for HOACGA to do. Therefore, we
set about to digitize and place onto the internet HOACGA’s printed material so that it can be preserved for future
generations of carnival glass collectors.
The library and archive are located on a link on our home site of HOACGA.com. Just go to HOACGA.com and click
the “Library” tab. The cover page of this newsletter shows how the archive is organized. There are sections for
Classic American Carnival, Depression Era Carnival, Contemporary Carnival, The Jerry Curtis Miniatures site,
HOACGA videos and HOACGA newsletters. Within Classic American Carnival Glass you will find the page below of
HOACGA’s publications. Should you know of any more, please let us know!! Overtime, the archive can be added
to. Also included in the American Classic Carnival section are webpages containing articles on hundreds of
carnival glass patterns.
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HOACGA’s President’s Letter:

Continued

A pet project of mine has been to produce website pages dedicated to contemporary carnival. There is less
documentation on the internet about contemporary carnival than classic era. Below is the archive’s section on
contemporary carnival. It is organized to search on maker/distributor or on shape. Contemporary carnival
differs from Classic Era as it was made to be a collectible. Thus we have many patterns where only limited
editions were made in different colors. Often a pattern was made in only small amounts such as club souvenirs
or pieces made for a maker’s gift shop. This is unlike Classic Era where carnival was made en masse for years.
Classic carnival was made to be used and disposed.
Below I attempt to quantify patterns, shapes and makers in contemporary carnival glass.
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HOACGA’s President’s Letter:

Continued

If you were to select “Plates” from the Contemporary Carnival Glass Homepage, you would then come to the
page below. Plate photos are presented along with a brief description of the piece including pattern name and
maker. Many of the patterns include a link to additional information.
Many questions still exist on contemporary carnival glass. HOACGA has been hosting a contemporary carnival
glass auction at its convention for the past several years. There are still many unlisted patterns and patterns
came in more colors than are currently documented but with time we will enhance the information in this area
with everyone’s help. Thanks to everyone involved to make this project a reality!!

HOACGA videos. HOACGA often videotaped presentations at its convention and old newsletters show that the
club sold dozens of them. I acquired two tapes. They are VHS tapes and while we used to have several VHS
players around the house, we currently had none. So how do you convert a VHS tape to an electronic format to
place it online? First you need some sort of VHS player. Steve asked around at work and some IT friends of his
found an old player in the back of a closet and let Steve have it. Then I was able to acquire software and cables
to connect the player to a computer for a whopping $6.79. The software allows you to play the VHS tape in the
player and records it digitally on the computer.
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“Displaying Carnival Glass” By Rod Kaps

There are many ways to display our carnival glass.
My favorite displays are on antique furniture. I
prefer oak, but also have some walnut and cherry. I
think oak and walnut bring out the carnival glass
colors very well. You may have seen my displays at
the Kansas City, HOACGA conventions, on an
American, Eastlake, oak, organ top from 1880 to
1900 area.

Notice the interesting table legs and center post.
There are two leaves that can be used or “dropped”
down, hence the drop leaf. On this table I have a nice
assortment of Imperial # 489 Lustre Rose/Open Rose
bowls. The center bowl is a very rare Imperial Lustre
Rose, red, fruit bowl. The Imperial Lustre Rose
pattern has five roses and four buds and the Imperial
Open Rose pattern has two roses. Some of the Luster
rose bowls also have a rose in the center of the
bottom of the piece. The doilies were made in Siberia,
Russia.

The two front bowls are rare Open Rose blue bowls.
The two back bowls are purple Imperial Open Rose.
The bowl below is the purple, round, version of the
red Lustre Rose bowl. Imperial #489 was made in at
least 18 different shapes and at least 11 colors.

Here I have an American, Federal, drop leaf, table
from about 1900. Notice the beautiful grain patterns
in this piece. Today not much wood exists any more
with this kind of interesting grain patterns.

Imperial began operations on January 13, 1904.
Imperial began making carnival glass in 1910 at their
Bellaire, Ohio glass factory. F.W.Woolworth became
Imperials first customer and placed orders for nearly
500 stores. The red Lustre Rose bowl is from the
carnival glass legend, John Muehlbauer, collection.
John lived down the road from me when I began
carnival glass collecting and he had a lasting impact
on my carnival glass taste. He always emphasized
“COLOR”. To this day when I enter a carnival glass
auction I look for great color before anything else.
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What makes it a Funeral Vase?
By John Muehlbauer
My good friend George Thomas and I thought it was
time to put down on paper just what “The Old
Guard” considers a carnival glass “Funeral Vase”. I
suppose the name was prompted by photographs
I’ve seen of funeral parlors and/or church scenes
complete with casket, clearly showing these large
bases filled with flowers and sitting on the floor or
steps leading up to an elevated platform or altar.
George is eminently qualified to pass judgement on
the definition as he currently has the largest and
finest collection of carnival glass vases that I am
aware of, including many, many funeral vases. I
currently own 7; four Tree Trunks and three Rustics.

late). What counts is, it must be the largest diameter

(BASE) IN THAT PATTERN. Got it? Base diameter,
not height, counts!
The largest base diameters are:
Tree Trunk – 5 1/4”
Rustic – 5 1/4” (both variations)
Diamond & Rib – 5 1/4”
Ripple – 4 5/8”
Morning Glory – 4 7/8”

In ‘the olden days’, circa the 70s, only three
patterns were considered to yield true Funeral
Vases; Northwood’s Tree Trunk and Fenton’s Rustic
and Diamond Rib. As we grow as a hobby, our
carnival glass dictionary grows also. This is natural,
but not always likable. Today, I feel that most
collectors would acknowledge that the largest vases
of two other patterns may be included; Imperial’s
Ripple and Morning Glory.
Rustic with a plunger to the left and Rustic without to the right.

Fenton’s Diamond & Rib and Imperial’s Morning Glory

But here’s the deal – How tall a vase is, has NOTHING to
do with whether or not it’s a true Funeral Vase. In fact,
how short it is, drives other “definitions” (more on that

Rustic funeral vases come from two different
molds, both having 5 1/4” diameter bases. One
variation has the ‘pulled-hob’ pattern going all the
way to the base; the other has a flange or as some
people call it, a “plunger base”. There are other
variations in these two molds but the differences
don’t drive the definition of what is or is not, a
Funeral Vase. George feels there are fewer of the
‘plunger base’ vases and therefore refers to that
variation as the “Variant”. One more thing on
Rustics; every once in a while you’ll see the ‘plunger
base’ variant where the vase is so swung that the
flange becomes flat on the side of the vase. This
causes a flat unpatterned section just above the
base. Unusual yes, but still a “Rustic Variant” just
Continued on page 7
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What makes it a Funeral Vase? – cont.
the same as the other ‘plunger base’ or flanged
Rustics.
Now more on the ‘shortness’ of these vases. Back
in the 70s I turned up the first two marigold Tree
Trunk “Elephant’s Foot” vases known at the time. I
started calling them that for obvious reasons. I
remember commenting that I now had half the
elephant and was looking for the other half. To
date, I know of only four of these “Elephant’s Foot”
versions in marigold, an additional one in pastel
marigold, one or two in green, and maybe a dozen
or two in purple. To ‘qualify’ as Elephant’s Foot the
tallest flame must be under 13”. I’m unaware of
any in patterns other than Tree Trunk.
In the Fenton patterns, there exist a few
“Jardinières” in Diamond & Rib and at least one in
Rustic (white, no flange). A jardinière is the vase
just as it came out of the mold. The top has not
been hand manipulated in any manner and is
therefore straight up and without ruffles. Diamond
& Rib Jardinières are 7” tall and the white Rustic is 7
5/8”. I’m not aware of jardinière’s in any of the
other patterns, nor of Elephant’s Foots (feet?) in
any pattern besides Tree Trunk. Wouldn’t an ice
blue Tree Trunk jardinière be something incredible?
‘The article above was written prior to 2008 and must be
read in the context of the time period in which it was
published.’

Carnival Glass Classifieds
WANTED—To buy or trade
•Powder Jar Lid, Grape and Cable, Cobalt Blue,
•Covered Compote Lid, Lacy Dewdrop, Pearlized
Milk Glass,
•Sugar Lid, Circle Scroll Sugar, marigold
Bob Grissom, 816-896-1931,
bgrsm31@ comcast.net.

Northwood’s Blue Tree Trunk and Imperial’s Marigold Ripple

Carnival Glass Classifieds
WANTED—To buy or trade
•Marigold - Chesterfield water pitcher and lid
•Marigold, any shape - Ten
Mums
•Orange Tree Mugs - Not iridescent, except Persian
blue
Contact: Dave Middleton mevad@sbcglobal.net
WANTED
Epergne parts, Northwood Wide Panel ice blue
center lily, Northwood Wide Panel cobalt blue base,
Northwood Wishbone ice blue lily, Northwood
Wishbone lime green lily, Northwood Wishbone
marigold base. I will take all other epergne parts
that you will part with!
Carl Chapman, Ph. 813-899-1993 or 813-625-0927,
email; patcarl@tampabay.rr.com
Note: Wanted or For Sale ads received will run for
two issues free of charge.
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In Search of old
NEWSLETTERS
Since the very
beginning of Heart of
America, the club has
always published a
newsletter.
Newsletters are a
great source of
history about the
club itself but also
about the people in
the club as numerous
articles have been
written over time
about club events
and the people
involved with the
club. Newsletters
also present
countless articles on
patterns, makers,
colors, etc.
Therefore, HOACGA
is trying to capture
all the newsletters
ever written on
behalf of the club
into its online
archives.
Since 2012,
newsletters have
been published both
in hard copy and in
electronic form. So
for newsletters from
2012 to current we
were able to obtain
all the copies with a
great help from
Elaine Blair, Kathi
Johnson and Sandy
Sage.
However,
newsletters prior to
2012 were only
published in hard
copy.
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In Search of old
NEWSLETTERS
- continued
Newsletters from the
clubs inception to
2011 are therefore
harder to find.
Fortunately for the
club, a longtime
member reached out
to Kathi Johnson
about a box of
newsletters she
found while cleaning
house. In the box
were newsletters
from about 1995 to
2005. She was
wondering if
HOACGA would be
interested in the box
and we said YES.
Shown on these two
pages are the
newsletters that
HOACGA has
obtained and was
able to scan and
place on line into our
archive. As you can
see there are still
large holes to fill.
Should you have any
old hardcopy
newsletters and are
looking to
“Declutter”, let us
know as we would
love to include them
in our archives.
Thank you.
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While all our 2020 conventions since Tampa in
February have been canceled, some onsite
auctions have taken place. In addition, the on-line
only auctions continue almost on a weekly basis.

Three auctions of note that have occurred recently
have been the June 13th auction of the Christina
Katsikas collection in Cambridge Ohio, the late
Fred Roque collection on July 18th and the August
14th and 15th auction of the Ray and Shirley Henry
collection in Millersburg Ohio.

patio, just off the auction room, which the hotel
had repaved and purchased new furniture just for
the ACGA convention. We also loved the personal
service the bar staff gave us. They provided us
with real plates when we brought in takeout food!!

Christina Katsikas Collection

This auction was to take place at the American
Carnival Glass Association convention, but it was
canceled. But Christina and the Wroda team said
“the show must go on” and so it did. Wroda
Auctions was limited to 50% occupancy at the
hotel. They purchased conference room tables and
spaced them out 6 feet. Gloves, masks and hand
sanitizer were provided. Reservations and
assigned seating was in place. Gloves were
required to touch the glass and masks, although
not required in Ohio, were encouraged. As Jim
Wroda said it was all about “respecting each other”
and how we as individuals are each reacting to the
virus. Everyone was great.

The auction was a huge success and Christina
stayed for the entire event even though she had to
be at work the following morning. We texted her
to make sure she got home okay.

The highlights of the auction were: the marigold
Millersburg Cleveland Memorial ashtray - $55,000;
the two “Twin Towers” swung Ohio Star green
vases - $42,000; Millersburg vaseline Butterfly &
Corn vase - $26,000; Millersburg 10" vaseline
Peacock at Urn banana boat - $24,000; and the
Northwood 12.75" electric purple Tree Trunk
Elephant Foot Vase - $21,000.
But the auction had something for everyone and I
think everyone had a good time. The complete
auction results can be seen on Wroda’s Auction
Flex site under “Past Auctions”.
The late Fred Roque Collection

The Southgate Hotel in Cambridge Ohio remained
the site of the auction even after the convention
was canceled. We especially loved the outdoor

The International Carnival Glass Association’s
convention set to be held in Indiana on the days
leading up to July 18th was also canceled but the
officers and directors of ICGA threw a virtual
convention instead. The auction of the late Fred
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as an on-line only auction. People gathered
virtually on zoom to enjoy the auction together.

The highlights of the auction were: the blue
Hanging Cherries milk pitcher - $22,000; the
Millersburg Greengard Furniture handgrip plate $16,500; Millersburg Blackberry Wreath chop
plate - $11,500; Northwood’s aqua opal Poppy
Show plate - $8,000; and the Millersburg green
Wildflower round compote - $8,000.
Ray and Shirley Henry Collection

When Burns Auction Services announced the sale
of the Ray and Shirley Henry collection, I was
excited to see the glass. We have known the
Henrys for some time and Shirley is a great
Facebook friend. I can remember sitting out on

the patio in St Pete’s Beach with Shirley just
enjoying the breeze. A Seabreeze cocktail that is.
When Ray passed away it was sad for everyone.
The Henry collection included some great rarities
and some great color.

The auction was held in the Heritage Community
Center in Millersburg Ohio. The facility is large
with plenty of space for social distancing while still
enjoying the glass and everyone’s company. The
auction was well attended.

The highlights of the auction were:
a Northwood amethyst Acorn Burrs
6 1/4 inch whimsy vase from
tumbler - $26,000; Blue Paneled
Dandelion candle lamp - $10,000;
Millersburg marigold Feather and
Heart spittoon - $10,000;
Millersburg marigold Diamond
spittoon from tumbler - $9,500;
and the Millersburg marigold Blackberry Wreath
spittoon - $9,500.
The complete results of all three of these auctions
can be seen on the auctioneers’ website under
Auction Flex Past Auctions.
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TCGC PRESIDENT’S CORNER By Emmett Morgan
COVID GO AWAY SO WE CAN HAVE CARNIVAL CONVENTIONS AND
CLUB MEETINGS IN PERSON!
The statement above regards my frustrations as I truly miss visiting
with my Carnival friends in person. The last convention we attended
was Tampa Bay in February. Ironically, this may be the only convention in 2020. We had a great time visiting with our old friends and new
friends. Our next convention was going to be our TCGC convention in
March, which we canceled four days before the start.
Dorothy and I were supposed to be the banquet speakers at HOACGA and Air Capital. Our world changed. Masks and distancing are the
new norm.
American Carnival Glass Association convention was canceled in
June. However, Jim Wroda still held the Katsikas auction in Cambridge,
OH, in June. Dorothy and I were tired of hunkering down at home and

decided to drive to the auction. Our plans were to spend several nights with Stacy and Des Wills and
one night with Randy and Bo Jones. We had to leave home a day early to avoid the rain from a tropical
storm.
Jim Wroda put on his thinking cap to protect all attending from Covid 19. Tables were spaced for distancing, masks (provided by Wroda auction) were mandatory. Rubber gloves (provided by Wroda auction) were mandatory when handling the sale glass. Jim even had signup sheets for the preview. The
time slots were 45 minutes per interval to minimize the number of people previewing. Jim Seeck came
to the auction to preview the safeguards for his future live auctions. The auction was SUPER SUCESSFUL
with a total sale over $792,000!
Our fall meeting will be via ZOOM and hosted by Brian Foster on Wednesday, October 28. Be sure to
mark your calendar. Please participate during our Show & Tell portion. More information will be
emailed in the near future.
Texas Club members have gathered up some great Carnival Glass pieces and sent them to Jim and Jan
Seeck for our annual Fall Online-Only Auction. The auction is available for bidding starting on Monday,
November 9 at www.seeckauction.com and closes starting at 7:00 pm (Central) on Sunday, November
15. Looking forward to our 2021 convention.
SAVE THE DATE

— Texas Carnival Glass Club Fall Zoom Meeting

Wednesday, October 28, 2020 ~ 7:00 p.m. (Central)
Our summer meeting was lots of fun with a good number of participants and even some New-toZoom club members that joined us from Florida. It is a great way to keep in touch with our Carnival
Glass friends and share the beautiful pieces we’ve been buying in spite of the ongoing pandemic.
Our fall TCGC meeting will again be conducted via Zoom. This meeting is just a few days before Halloween, so dust off your pieces that exhibit the color “Pumpkin” marigold or patterns that remind you
of fall. Our emcee for the Show and Tell will be Elaine Blair, TCGC newsletter editor. In addition to
screen shots that Brian Foster will take, be prepared to take individual photos of your pieces to email to
Elaine (elaineblair@att.net) for the Carnival Glass Action newsletter.
Watch for an email later in October with a link that will connect you to the Zoom meeting.
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How We Started Collecting Carnival Glass
(Aka…we are Carnival Glass Addicts)
By Pat & Joan Halliburton
Hi, I’m Pat Halliburton from Frisco, TX, a suburb
of Dallas. My wife, Joan, and I started collecting
“antiques” in about 1990 after seeing a copy of
Texas Highways magazine that highlighted a little
town in East Texas named Gladewater - the
Antique Capitol of Texas. The initial attraction
was Hull Art Pottery, and we agonized over
spending $35 for a piece, but came home with
two pieces. I soon discovered all the local antique
malls and before long owned a $42 piece of
Roseville Art Pottery as well. It was downhill
from there.

Our first piece of glass, a Northwood blue
opalescent glass bowl in I think a Daisy pattern,
came out of a central Texas antique mall for
something like $80(!). Our first piece of Carnival
Glass, a purple, ruffled, footed Northwood
Wishbone bowl, came out of a flea market in Dallas
from a dealer we were buying pottery from for
$95(!). We were obviously “new” and “green”
collectors!
Our first introduction to “good” Carnival Glass
was courtesy of Richard Cinclair, whom I met at
a flea market in Dallas. He invited us to come to
his house, and we were shocked and hooked
after seeing what really high-quality Carnival
Glass looked like. He told us about Carnival Glass
conventions, and we attended our first at Air
Capitol in Wichita, KS, about 1992. Being in our
40s at the time made us some of the youngest

people at the convention and was a factor in meeting
a lifelong friend, Kathy Wick, and none other than
Cecil Whitley. Cecil, being a close friend of Kathy’s
mother, had taken Kathy “under her wing” for
collecting Carnival. Cecil noticed us and said “Kathy,
go over and talk to those young people.” We
eventually went to Houston to see the unbelievable
Whitley collection and have maintained those
relationships through the Texas Carnival Glass Club
until today.
Our Carnival Glass collecting has been in two
phases…the first being from about 1991 to about
2002. That first collection was fairly general but, in
general, emphasized small plates and Northwood
advertising. Advertising was always my favorite,
and I focused on the Northwood designs for a couple
of reasons.
First, there were fewer made by
Northwood, and they made a couple that meant
something extra to me because of the location of the
companies. One was made for the Eagle Furniture
Co., located in Tennessee, near where I grew up.
They also made one for the EA Hudson Furniture
Co., located in Texas, my home state since college.
Fenton made a lot of designs and Millersburg made a
few as well, but it was tough enough trying to find
pretty examples of the Northwood’s. Eventually I
was able to acquire at least one shape from each
company that was known at the time.
The prize of the advertising piece in the first
collection was a “We Use Broeker’s Flour” 6” flat
plate. My example shown here was won in a
convention auction in the mid 90’s. It was the one
pictured on the ddoty.com web site until recently.
At the time John Resnik published his
groundbreaking book, The Encyclopedia of Carnival
Glass Lettered Pieces in 1989, there were only ten to
twelve “Broeker’s” known, and they were only
known to have been made in a flat-plate shape. This
was one of the few pieces that John had never been
able to locate company information for. Some 20odd-years later it was discovered that the Chas.
Broeker Co. was a flour milling operation in
Owensboro, KY. I visited the original site but found
no trace of the original building(s) remaining today.
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How We Started Collecting Carnival Glass
(Aka…we are Carnival Glass Addicts)
By Pat & Joan Halliburton - continued
Unfortunately, that irst carnival glass collection is gone now, having all been sold between
2000-2002 to free up $$$$ for our pottery collecting. We continue to collect pottery of all
sorts and other things to a smaller extent today, although most of that has been signi icantly downsized in recent years. As it turned out,
almost all the Northwood advertising pieces
were sold privately to a person in Florida, met
via eBay, who was an “assistant” buying for
someone else’s collection. It was a very mysterious sale for me at the time, but I will explain
that in my follow up article on our Phase 2 carnival glass collection.

Vernette Shaffer
and her Embroidered Mums rufled bowl in purple by NW. And
her Swirl bowl,
smoke, Imperial.
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Texas Carnival Glass Club Show and Tell!!

Above, Jake and Diane Palyun,
Diamond Ring to jewelry and an
Orange Tree Ice Green bowl to
go with them.

Above, Dorothy Morgan with a diamond
shape Farmyard, purple bowl. Dorothy
Morgan’s blue Apple Tree pitcher by Fenton, above to the left.

David Kastor with an amethyst Strawberry plate by
Northwood (to the left), his grandmother liked
strawberries. And what is David’s favorite plate; an
Absentee Dragon and Strawberry Fenton plate in
marigold (above to the right).
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Cale Wilcox with his Loganberry Carafe by Imperial to the right. It is
amethyst and has the
wide mouth.

Above, Elaine Blair and her Peacocks on the Fence in
striking Electric Blue. Also her irst piece, her Grandmother's Butter ly and
Berry sauce in blue.
To the left, Fred
Blair, Golden Owl
hatpin in pink glass
with a pale blue iridescence.
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More TCGC Show and Tell

Above, Sandy Sage with a
Mitered Oval Millersburg
vase in green. From the
Old Bill Richards' collection. Sandy also has an
Orange Tree powder.
To the right, Emmett
Morgan with a blue
April Showers vase, his
irst piece.
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Above is Bernice Thach’s Butter ly and
Tulip bowl by Dugan. It is square and
amethyst. Also above right is her Peter
Rabbit plate by Fenton in green. Below
is Randy Thach’s Poppy Show plate by
Northwood, blue and his irst piece; a
Peacock at Fountain tumbler by Northwood in blue.

Bottom right is Sylvester Walleck’s
Kittens plate in marigold, 2-sides
up. To the left is his Corn vase in
green, purchased from Alan Perry.
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More TCGC Show and Tell

To the left is Diann Walleck’s Fenton Peacock's Tail amethyst compote; inherited from her great-grandmother.
Also a Dianthus tankard, Fenton in white below.

To the right is
James Foster
with a Dugan
marigold Christmas Compote,
purchased by
Brian from the
Katsikas auction.

To the left is Bob
Sage with a Peacocks at Urn
Master IC bowl in
Ice Green by
Northwood, purchased from
Brenda Jacks.
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In Memory of
CLARICE “SAM” ROBINSON
Clarice (James) Robinson passed away peacefully in her sleep on August
12, 2020. Known during her adult life as Sam, she leaves behind a loving
family including her husband of 54 years, Walter Robinson, two children, ive
grandchildren, and one great grandchild. Sam was born in Independence,
Louisiana, and grew up in rural Alabama the proud daughter of a sharecropper. She attended nurses training following high school and worked as a
nurse in several capacities prior to taking time out to raise her children. Her
fondest work memories are from both the newborn nursery at Huntsville
hospital in Alabama and then later from her time spent as an elementary
school nurse in Tucson, Arizona.

It seemed as though everyone who met Sam enjoyed her warm, positive personality and her quickwitted sense of humor. She was a kind and caring nurse, a loving wife, a devoted mother, and a beloved
grandmother who enjoyed many special moments enjoying ice cream with her grandchildren. There is
much that could be said about Sam's life, but perhaps it will suf ice simply to say she was a caring and
loving person, a dear friend to many, a cherished family member, and she leaves this earth far too early.
Many of you knew Sam from Carnival Glass conventions, but Texas club members knew Sam as a
good friend. A friend who as Bob and I came to realize would, when you called on the phone to talk to
Walt about Carnival Glass, always ask about your family, your grandkids, or the projects you were
working on around the house. After a nice, long conversation with you, the playful part of Sam would
come out and she would say, “Walt’s out playing golf, can he call you back?”

Sam, like her good friend Ann Bumpass, was a non-collecting partner of her husband’s hobby, but
unsel ishly supported him 100%. Ann said that she admired Sam’s strength and never heard her complain about anything. When a complex situation arose, Sam would always ind a simple solution that
Ann would never have thought of. Tom Bumpass and Walt became best friends and were, in Tom’s
opinion, two of a kind when it came to collecting Carnival Glass. But he and Sam were the ones who
would reminisce about their shared background stories of growing up in Alabama.
Sam wasn’t the type to be left out of all the fun and friends that
came with a husband who was a bit of a Carnival Glass addict and
was always a willing participant in activities, like our convention
gift exchange. Sam was an avid antique shopper and would look
at anything and everything -- which drove Walt crazy at times.
When traveling to club meetings and conventions she and Walt
would stop at antique stores to look for Carnival Glass. She rarely
purchased anything unless it was a piece for her small collections
of Hummel or RS Prussia glass, leaving the Carnival Glass for
Walt.
Losing a member of our Carnival Glass family is hard, and far
too many have left us in in recent years. Sam Robinson will be
loved and missed by all. Please send cards to the family in care
of: Walt Robinson 517 Paul Jones Pass Austin, TX 78748
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Carnival Glass Club and Auctioneer Resources
TCGC and HOACGA Club Officers:
Texas Carnival Glass Club (TCGC)

Heart of America Carnival Glass Association (HOACGA)

President – Emmett Morgan
713-857-2966 ecmorgan@myalpha1.net
Vice President – Bob Sage
512-694-7421 rsage1@austin.rr.com
Treasurer – Jeannie Whitley
713-557-4005 jeannie.whitley@gmail.com
Secretary – Randy Thach
316-722-5837 rgthach39@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor – Elaine Blair
972-965-1655 elaineblair@att.net
Webmaster – Sandy Sage
512-507-5586 rsage1@austinrr.com

President – Gary Sullivan
860-257-1816 stevenandgary@cox.net
Vice President – Rod Kaps
334-636-5626 rod.kaps@gmail.com
Treasurer – Tony DeMichael
217-824-6433 hctonyd@ctifiber.com
Secretary – Kathi Johnson
763-441-5587 galenandkathi@yahoo.com
Newsletter Editor – Open
Webmaster – Galen Johnson
763-441-5587 galenandkathi@yahoo.com

Club Websites:
Club Name:
Air Capital Carnival Glass Assn (ACCGC)
American Carnival Glass Assn (ACGA)
Canadian Carnival Glass Assn (CCGA)
International Carnival Glass Assn (ICGA)
Iridescent Nation
Great Lakes Carnival Glass Club (GLCGC)
Heart of America Carnival Glass Assn (HOACGA)
Lincoln Land Carnival Glass Club (LLCGC)
Mid-Atlantic Carnival Glass Assn
Millersburg Glass Assn
New England Carnival Glass Assn (NECGA)
Pacific Northwest Carnival Glass Assn (PNWCGA)
Quebec Carnival Glass Assn (QCGA)
Southern California Carnival Glass Club (SCCGC)
Tampa Bay Carnival Glass Club (TBCGC)
Texas Carnival Glass Club (TCGC)
The Carnival Glass Society (UK)

Web Address:
www.aircapitalcarnivalglass.com
www.myacga.com
www.internationalcarnivalglass.com
www.iridescentnation.com
www.greatlakescgc.com
www.hoacga.com
www.llcgc.com
www.millersburgglass.com
www.necga.com
www.pnwcga.org
www.verrecarnavalquebec.org
www.socalcarnivalglassclub.com
www.tampabaycarnivalglass.org
www.texascarnivalglass.org
www.thecgs.co.uk

Don’t forget to search for these clubs on Facebook!!

Auctioneer Websites:

Burns Auctions 407-592-6552
www.tomburnsauctions.com

Sheffield Auctions 833-269-2333
www.sheffieldauctions.com

Seeck Auctions 641-424-1116
www.seeckauction.com

Matthew Wroda Auctions 937-548-7835
www.matthewwrodaauctions.com
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Membership in the Texas Carnival Glass Club is due annually on FEBRUARY 1st and runs through
January 31st. Membership in the Heart of America Carnival Glass Association is due annually on
May 1st and runs through April 30th. HOACGA and TCGC produce a joint newsletter.

THREE CONVENIENT WAYS TO RENEW OR JOIN
1. Use PayPal to renew or join online from the HOACGA or TCGC website membership pages
2. When you register for the annual Convention(s).
3. Use the membership registration form below.

Membership and Newsletter Form
Texas Carnival Glass Club (TCGC) and
Heart of America Carnival Glass Association (HOACGA)

Name(s):________________________________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________________________________

City/State/Zip:_________________________________________________________________________

Phone: ______________________________________Email:_____________________________________
Newsletter delivery preference: (Circle One)
Choose
Annual
Annual
Annual

Email

USPS

one:
membership in both HOACGA and TCGC with five newsletters: $45
membership in HOACGA with five newsletters:
$35
membership in TCGC with five newsletters:
$35

Mail application and check payable to HOACGA or TCGC to either:
TCGC c/o Jeannie Whitley
1006 Cheshire Lane
Houston TX 77018

HOACGA c/o Kathi Johnson
N13348 Osprey Drive
Minong, WI 54859-9264

MEMBERS PLEASE TAKE NOTE

Dues are due in February for TCGC and in May for HOACGA.
If you haven’t paid your 2020 dues yet, this may be
YOUR LAST NEWSLETTER
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POSTMASTER
Direct any problems to
Distribution Manager:
Gary Sullivan
671 Ridge Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109

Members: Please check your ‘‘Address Label’’. The numbers after your last name separated by a dash (-) is the date
(month and year) for your membership and newsletter renewal.
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